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Abstract:

Recently, SME becomes core business that is widely performed by Indonesian government. The more entrepreneurs, the better and stronger economy pillars in Indonesia. However, SME recently face many obstacles such as minimum product quality, packaging, marketing strategy and promotion. The biggest problem faced by SME in Indonesia is the lack of knowledge and learning process for SME managers.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of social networking and entrepreneurial competence on entrepreneurial orientation and learning process. Learning process used in this study is anticipative learning. Criteria applied to choose respondent in this study is special product from SME in Banten Province, Indonesia. Respondents in this study are 105 persons. Analytical tool used in this study is Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) by using SmarPLS program.

The results from this study state that social networking and entrepreneurial competence positively and significantly influence entrepreneurial orientation and entrepreneurial orientation positively and significantly influence anticipative learning. The result from this study is expected to provide contribution to Resource Based View theory. Social networking and competence become inherited legacy to develop a business and it also becomes tacit knowledge to develop entrepreneurial orientation, so that it will create anticipative learning to improve SME that specializes in local product in Banten province, Indonesia.
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1. Introduction

Recently, SME has become business potential that is encouraged by Indonesia government. The more entrepreneurs, the better and stronger economy pillars in Indonesia. Through SME, local resources, workers and funding will be better absorbed and optimally used (Sudiarta, 2014). Based on statistical data, SME (2014-2015) has business sector proportion as (1) farming, fishery, and forestry; (2) sale, hotel and restaurant sector; (3) manufacturing; (4) communication sector; and (5) service. Recently, SME face many obstacles such as minimum product quality, packaging, marketing strategy and promotion (Ismail, 2016). The biggest problem faced by SME in Indonesia is the knowledge and behavior of SME (Ismail, 2016; Havliček et al., 2013; Brčečová and Havliček, 2013; Liapis et al., 2013; Thalassinos and Liapis, 2014; Frank et al., 2016; Kosinova et al., 2016).

Individual behaviors such as trait, motivation, believe, personal image, social role, knowledge and skill reflect the ability of how effective entrepreneurs perform business activity (Ismail, 2016). The ability of entrepreneur is reflected by manager’s behavior and it becomes the most important thing to reach business growth (Farsi et al., 2013; Pociovalisteanu and Thalassinos, 2008). Competence, market orientation and learning had long been acknowledged as a source to reach competitive advantage (Ismail 2016). Entrepreneurial competence is considered as important factor to determine SME success (Ahmad et al., 2010). Business competence covers knowledge, skill and ability. Entrepreneurial competence is needed to start a business meanwhile managerial ability is needed to develop the business (Ahmad et al., 2010). Entrepreneurial competence comes from trait, character, attitude, social rule and self-image (Ahmad et al., 2010). Previous researches found out that there is no relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and learning process (Beneke et al., 2016), yet recent studies find out that entrepreneurial orientation positively influence organizational learning (Ismail, 2016; Kolchanova and Kolchanova, 2016; Bondarenko et al., 2017).

Many authors have studied the learning process in SME. Organizational learning developed in this study is anticipative learning. Anticipative learning accepts new point of view about new realities. This learning process will ease us to prepare ourselves in facing future with our creative thought and innovation (Chinowsky and Realph, 2007). Based on the explanation above, we will discuss about the influence of social networking and entrepreneurial competence on entrepreneurial orientation and their influence on anticipative learning. This paper is divided into five parts, introduction, literary review and hypothesis development, research method, result and discussion, and conclusion.

2. Literature Review and Hypothesis Development

2.1 The Influence of Social Network on Entrepreneurial Orientation
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Social network is a part of social capital theory. Social capital is a valuable source for both individual and groups. Generally, there are eight distinctive elements to create social capital which are participation in social community, proactive in social contexts, trust and safety feeling, neighborhood connection, family and friend connection, tolerance of diversity, value of life, and work connection (Felício et al., 2014). Network is a relationship that becomes an entity with a set of social relationship such as friendship, informational exchange, cooperation, and knowledge sharing activity (Menelec and Jones, 2015). Closed social network will strengthen member cooperation (Felício et al., 2014). Social network is a social relationship among members in an organization in a limited population (Ghauri et al., 2014).

Social network has two components: personal network and larger culture where the individual exist. Culture will influence the way of an individual interact in a certain social network. This network will grow trust and strengthen cooperation through formal and informal interaction among members (Menelec and Jones, 2015). Previous research that investigated social networking had found out positive relationship between social networking and entrepreneurial orientation (Chen et al., 2007; DeJordy, 2013; Ameh and Udu, 2016). Based on empirical result, we build the first hypothesis as follow:

HI: The higher social network, the higher entrepreneurial orientation will be.

2.2 The influence of entrepreneurial competence on entrepreneurial orientation

Competence is an organizational capability. Competence is valuable, rare and hard to imitate (Hitt et al., 2005). Personal competence covers knowledge, skill, ability, experience and individual personality in an organization. Organizational competence is closely tied to developing organizational process (Mascarell et al., 2013). Entrepreneurial competence is needed to start a business meanwhile managerial ability is needed to develop a business although competence needs entrepreneurial competence (Ahmad et al., 2010). Entrepreneurial competence is the decisive factor for business success (Ahmad et al., 2010). Entrepreneurial competence can be formed in knowledge, cognitive ability, self-management, administration, human resources, decision skill, leadership, opportunity recognition, and opportunity development (Mu, 2013).

Entrepreneurial orientation becomes entrepreneur’s desire to learn, be independent, compete, and innovate, take risk and search opportunity (Mascarell et al., 2013). Entrepreneurial competence positively and significantly influences entrepreneurial activities (Covin and Wales, 2012). The result from Ferreira et al. (2014) showed that organizational life cycle, organizational resource, organizational capability, motivation and its environment will all influence entrepreneurial orientation. The result from Mascarell et al. (2013) concluded that entrepreneurial competence, which becomes the part of entrepreneurial capability, would positively and
significantly influence entrepreneurial orientation. Based on the explanation above, the author proposes the next hypothesis as follows:

**H2: The higher the entrepreneurial competence, the higher the entrepreneurial orientation will be.**

**2.3 The relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and anticipative learning**

Entrepreneurial orientation tends to describe how entrepreneurs always learn to improve their ability to improve product quality. Innovative orientation describes how entrepreneurs will perform action that will lead to the creation of new ideas, proactive to search new opportunities and personal initiative to develop their business. Some research showed that there is a relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and organizational learning (Jenny et al., 2015; Real et al., 2006). Organizational learning is the process of creation, sharing and application of knowledge to perform changes and innovation in an organization so that they will produce optimum performance (Chinowksy and Realph, 2007). Beneke et al. (2016) explained that learning ability is the most important thing for an organization to develop sustainable performance. In this study, organizational learning refers to anticipative learning (Beneke et al., 2016). Anticipative learning is the process to learn by not only adapting with the situation but also exploring new opportunities (Nurhayati, 2009). The result from Nurhayati (2009) explained that entrepreneurial orientation influence anticipative learning in furniture industry in Indonesia (Nurhayati, 2009). Entrepreneurial oriented company will be much more attentive in learning orientation and perform anticipative learning (Jenny et al., 2015; Real et al., 2006). Based on the explanation above, the author proposes third hypothesis as follows:

**H3: The higher the entrepreneurial competence, the higher the anticipative learning will be.**

Figure 1 describes empirical relationship between social networking entrepreneurial competence, entrepreneurial orientation and anticipative learning.

*Figure 1. Empirical model*
3. Research Methodology

Research method used in this study is survey method with distributed questionnaire as a tool to get data. Population in this study is the owner, manager of SME which specialize in local product in Banten Province, Indonesia. Sample used in this study is 105 respondents. Purposive sampling is used as sampling method in this study to draw respondents with criteria minimum 3 year experience. Data is collected by distributing questionnaire directly to respondents in 2016. Data is calculated by using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with SmartPLS program. This study is built on four variable, they are social networking, entrepreneurial competence, entrepreneurial orientation and anticipative learning.

Indicators used in this study to measure social networking variable come from Burt (2000), they are entrepreneurial networking (sn1), related entrepreneurial networking (sn2), and hierarchy entrepreneurial networking (sn3). Indicators used in this study to measure entrepreneurial competence variable come from Ahmad et al. (2010), they are conceptual competence (ec1), opportunity competence (ec2), leadership competence (ec3), relational competence (ec3), personal competence (ec4). Chandler and Jansen (1992) added technical competence (ec5) and ethical competence (ec6) and familiar competence (ec7). Indicators used in this study to measure entrepreneurial orientation are learning orientation (eo1), achievement orientation (eo2), autonomous orientation (eo3), aggressiveness orientation (eo4) and personal initiative (eo8). Learning variable has indicators from Murray (1989). Indicators used in this study to measure anticipative learning variable are the opportunity to perform experiment (al1), the improvement of technical knowledge (al2), focus on product development (al3), join exhibition and cooperation (al4).

4. Result and Discussion

4.1 Descriptive Statistical Analyses

Respondent used in this study is the manager or the owner of SME which specializes in producing and distributing local product in Banten Province, Indonesia. There are
105 respondents, in which 70% of them come from manufacturing industry, 30% from sale industry and 20% from marketing industry.

4.2 Structural Equation Modeling with SmartPLS

In this study, the data will be analyzed by Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). SEM is one of multivariate analysis tool in social discipline. Multivariate analysis is the application of statistical method to analyze some variables simultaneously. Software used in this study to solve SEM problem is Partial Least Square (PLS). Hypotheses testing can be seen from t-statistical and probability value to know the influence among variables.

Table 1. Summary AVE, √AVE and R-Square

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
<th>√AVE</th>
<th>Composite Reliability (CR)</th>
<th>R-Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Networking</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur Competency</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur Orientation</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipative Learning</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 explained AVE value and √AVE value from social networking, entrepreneurial competence, entrepreneurial orientation and anticipative learning constructs. Each construct has AVE value beyond 0.5, it shows that each construct has proper validity value. Each construct in this study has composite reliability value beyond 0.7. It shows that internal consistency among variable has proper reliability value. In structural model, it can be based on R-square value. The higher R-square value, the larger independent variable will be. It will also explain dependent variable. As a result, the structural equation will be better. For entrepreneurial orientation variable has R-square value as 0.917, it means that 91.7 variance of entrepreneurial orientation can be explained by social networking. Entrepreneurial competence will be explained by other variable outside this model.

Table 2. Hypothesis Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Original Sample Est.</th>
<th>Mean of sample</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>T-Statistic</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soc. Networ.</td>
<td>--- &gt;</td>
<td>Entre. Orient.</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>3.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entre. Compet.</td>
<td>--- &gt;</td>
<td>Entre. Orient.</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>2.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.3 Hypothesis testing

The result from hypothesis 1 testing shows that social networking variable positively and significantly influence on entrepreneurial orientation. It means that H1 is accepted. The result from hypothesis testing that analyze the relationship between social networking and entrepreneurial orientation provide statistical value as 3.387 and it is larger than required value as >1.96.

Social networking has an important role to market local product from SME. Social networking has developed well among SME owner to make good social relationship. In addition, it will ease and develop the relationship. Social relationship built on informal SME will have higher trust rate to face business environment. Social networking is made by social interaction among SME managers, especially in social relationship that will influence the development of business relationship. Entrepreneurs that have social networking will communicate more effectively and dynamically with other SME entrepreneurs. This communication will take a shape in both vertical communication like communication with the government, and horizontal communication like communication among individuals and other entrepreneurs. There are a lot of advantages can be got by building social networking to find new opportunities in product marketing.

Social networking will provide dynamic relationship among individuals or among groups both in businessperson and government to create business development. The results from this study support Chen et al. (2007) who stated that social networking which is a part of social capital variable will positively influence entrepreneurial orientation. The result from Ameh and Udu (2016) stated that organizational ability to develop inter-organizational relationship and entrepreneurial orientation will provide larger capability to get valuable resources and competitive advantage through social networking. This study supports DeJordy (2013), Ameh and Udu (2016) who stated that social networking will provide positive contribution on entrepreneurial orientation.

Entrepreneurial competence positively and significantly influence entrepreneurial orientation with t-statistical value as 2.897 and significant at 0.01. It means that H2 is supported. Based on field study, entrepreneurial orientation, which is owned by entrepreneurs, will push the development of entrepreneurial orientation. Entrepreneurial competence comes from personal background (trait, character, behavior, social role and personal image) and people in working place (Ahmad et al., 2010). The result from this study supports Mascarell et al. (2013) who concluded that entrepreneurial competence is a part of entrepreneurial capabilities that will positively and significantly influence entrepreneurial orientation.
The relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and anticipative leaning shows positive and significant relationship with t-statistical value as 2.765. It means that H3 is supported. The result from field study also identifies that trait such as dare to take a risk, tend to find new ideas, tend to search opportunity, and aggressive will influence organizational learning. The higher the courage to take a risk, the higher anticipative learning will be. Entrepreneurs that likely to find new and fresh ideas to develop their business will also improve anticipative learning. Anticipative learning will be built on entrepreneur’s ability to find business opportunity. It is supported by the study that showed positive influence from entrepreneurial orientation on anticipative learning which is a part of organizational learning (Real et al., 2006; Jenny et al., 2015; Nurhayati, 2009).

5. Conclusion

Based on the result and discussion, it can be concluded that 3 hypotheses measured in this study provide positive and significant influence. Social networking influence entrepreneurial orientation of SME owner. Social network enables business performer to share knowledge so that it will produce innovativeness, pro activeness and opportunity. Entrepreneurial competence also significantly influences entrepreneurial orientation.

Entrepreneurial orientation significantly influences anticipative learning. Entrepreneurial orientation will push entrepreneurs to get more learning process, especially in anticipating external environment such as market change, demand change, competitor and substitution. The result from this study provides contribution on Resource Based View theory in which competence and social networking has been tied closely and becomes entrepreneur’s capability to develop their market. As a result, anticipative learning owned by SME manager will create a better product and effort to compete in a larger market.
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